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Seems Like… 
 

Last weekend I enjoyed a trip to Pittsburgh to see Sunday’s Pittsburgh Steelers football 

game.  The tickets were a gracious gift from the Lloyd family, and the time together with 

my son John was great!  Cathy was safe and being cared for in the hospital, so we could 

leave on Saturday evening with not a care in the world.  The game experience was 

great!  The Steelers won!  The Fall weather was perfect!  And the time with my son was 

extra special! 
  

We talked … and talked … and talked … the entire trips to and from Pittsburgh.  John is 

a Lieutenant in the Baltimore County (MD) Fire Department and he was full of stories 

from his job.  Many of which it would be best if his mother never heard!  But one story 

especially has stuck in my mind.  Amazing! 
  

John and a co-worker were going into a burning house.  The fire had started in the 

basement and the upstairs was filled with thick black smoke.  The two firefighters were 

going into the burning house to find the basement stairwell.  In full protective gear 

including breathing apparatus, they crawled into the thick black smoke.  You couldn’t see 

anything.  John carried an infrared temperature sensor.  And through their radios he 

guided the other firefighter as they crawled … inching along … through the smoke filled 

kitchen.  “A little to your right.”  “There’s a wall in front of you, turn left.”  They were 

searching for the door to the basement.  Then John saw it!  Clearly outlined on his 

temperature scanner … the door was right ahead of his partner.  “Straight ahead … the 

door is straight ahead of you … there … now careful … open the door!”  The other 

firefighter, crawling along the floor, unable to see anything, reached up and found the 

door handle.  Bracing himself he pulled the door open! 
  

And … the light of the refrigerator illuminated the smoke filled room!  The door John had 

so clearly seen on the scanner was the stainless steel door of the refrigerator!  Even in 

the midst of this dangerous situation … the two firefighters were beside themselves in 

laughter!  Things are not always as they seem! 
  

We live in a world and in a culture where things are not as they seem.  This current 

Presidential election season we are in finds us needing to choose between two 

candidates, both of whom are known for their filthy, vulgar speech … both of whom are 

prone to blatant lying … both of whom claim to be Christians, but as God’s Word says … 

“by their fruit you will recognize them” (Matthew 7:16 NIV) … and frankly … one doesn’t see 

much “fruit” from either of them!  One candidate proclaims loudly that her whole political 

career she has been a “champion” for children … yet she has been a loud, vocal 

proponent of unlimited access to abortion at every stage of pregnancy!  The other 



candidate strongly says he will “make America great again” … yet unashamedly makes 

fun of anyone who is different including mentally handicapped, overweight, ethnic 

persons … doing exactly the opposite of that which did make this nation great … an 

openness to differences!  And yet both candidates have rabid supporters and the social 

media posts and water cooler conversations can get quite heated as “Christians” defend 

their candidates.  Maybe the “not what it seems” nature of this election is revealing that 

we are all too often “vulgar” … that we all too easily lie … that we all don’t show much 

“fruit” in our own lives! 
  

We live in a “not what it seems” culture where every session of Congress still begins with 

prayer … but we don’t allow prayer in school!  Where politicians lay their hand on a Bible 

to be “sworn in” to their office … but the Bible is forbidden in the classroom.  Where our 

Declaration of Independence declares God to be “Creator” … but the truth of God as 

Creator is not permitted to be taught!  We call all kinds of obscene behaviors … “good.” 

 We call all kinds of unnatural activity … “normal.”  We say that a baby may be killed 

before birth because that is a mother’s “right” … then convict a person of murder if he 

causes the death of an unborn child. 
  

This “not what it seems” world should not surprise us!  God’s Word clearly tells us to 

expect it.  And, be clear, it really is nothing new!  The Lord chastised ancient Israel for 

the same kind of “not what it seems” foolishness.  So here’s my challenge today.  (After 

perhaps offending everyone!)   It really is quite like as though we … like John and his co-

worker … are crawling through the fire!  The smoke of Satan’s deception is thick!  Even 

our best human-made “tools” are likely to deceive us.  But we have a “tool” that will 

never fail us.  God’s Word!  Our infallible rule of faith & practice!  When what the latest 

political foolishness is saying seems “not what it seems” … when even voices of “faith” 

seem to be saying things that seem “not what it seems” … you can trust God’s Word … 

absolutely … positively … completely … assuredly … to see you thru the fire! 

  
“They bandage the wounds of my people as if they were not very deep. ‘Peace, peace,’ 
they say. But there isn’t any peace.”  Jeremiah 8:11 NIrV 
  

“Even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light.”  2 Corinthians 11:14 NLT 
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